
Conducting a Competitive Pay Analysis
A compensation plan that is internally equitable and externally competitive can be hard work to 
create. It requires you to understand where your program fits within your overarching business 
strategy, identify what market data and insights can be leveraged to stay ahead of the curve, and 
harness internal communication tactics to ensure your plan is successful.  

Market Pricing in Your Organization

• Conduct an internal job analysis and update and document all job 
descriptions 

• Develop a job-worth hierarchy by evaluating the relative worth of jobs 
in your organization and identify which of these jobs can used as market 
anchor points, also known as benchmark jobs

• Analyze relevant market data to determine which data sources are right 
for your organization

• Use both internal and extremal data to establish competitive pay ranges 
for each job or group of jobs

Choosing the Right Data Sources for Your Business

• Utilize multiple data sources including salary surveys, aggregate market 
data, and crowd-sourced data

• Participate in as many surveys as possible – it’s important to have a 
combination of industry-specific and cross-industry surveys 

• Gain access to real-time data to supplement your surveys and keep pace 
with the market

• Select the right data for the right job by looking at different survey cuts 
for each job, choosing between using peer groups or scopes, and 
capturing market data for ‘hot jobs’

Compensation Philosophy Relationship with the Business Strategy

• Understand your comp philosophy and how it aligns compensation with 
your company’s culture, business strategy, and organizational goals

• Determine what ‘competitive pay’ means in your organization, who you 
are competing with for talent, and what ‘top talent’ means to your 
organization

• Be aware of who makes the comp decisions in your organization –
understanding your audience can be key to successfully pitching your 
comp philosophy, market targets, and program objectives



Book a demo today

Need to build a comprehensive compensation plan?
CompAnalyst can help.

Effectively Communicating about Pay Programs

• Build the right story with the right data to drive business outcomes
and make a greater impact in your organization

• Know your audience – think about who you’re communicating with 
and tailor your message accordingly

• Value the power of communication – provide messaging, training, or 
guidelines to help managers explain comp decisions to employees

Leveraging Pay Analysis Technologies

• Increase productivity, accuracy, and efficiencies in order to streamline 
your processes by utilizing technological advances 

• Utilize pay analysis software to allow for more accurate pricing, smart 
job matching, new competitive intelligence, proactive alerts, better 
analytics, and data-powered story-telling

• Interpret and analyze data to make better business decisions

Marrying External Market Pay Data with Internal Company Data

• Clarify what pricing competitively means in your organization and if it 
will be the same across all jobs/departments. The interpretation of the 
50th percentile for competitiveness can be interpreted in many ways and 
applied differently across the organization

• Understand each salary offer and how it will impact internal equity. If 
your organization does not have pay for performance, then consider 
other criteria, such as years of experience

• Identify if employees may be potential flight risks due to their 
performance, compensation, or lack of internal growth opportunities

https://www.companalyst.com/company/book-a-demo/

